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Over the last 15 years, Dream
Cones has delivered 150,000
meals to orphans, including,
of course, lots of ice cream.
At least one of the feedings is
always on my birthday.
We also provide clowns, balloons, coloring books and
clothing. We have now shifted
that program to start supporting the elderly destitute who
live in government-operated
retirement homes.
LEFT: Chef Apple feeeding 4,800 orphans
earlier this year

No matter which group is fed,
the preparation in our factory
takes about a week and usually
involves buying and rendering
down a whole pig, cooking
500 Kg of rice, preparing thousands of shrimp, vegetables
and dessert, plus of course
5-8,000 cups of ice cream.
No matter what we make, bamboo shoots are included We have now shifted that pro-

gram to start supporting the
elderly destitute who live in
government-operated retirement homes.

We buy the meat at the commercial market and they cut it for us

We very much enjoyed feeding
orphans, who are young, cute
and friendly, but came to realize that Thais are very caring
for orphans and many were
providing the same services
we were. Thais believe that if
you feed the poor, you get that
service for yourself in heaven!
Also, many orphanages are
close to cities and this made
Almost always, roasted pork is part of the meal. The it easier for city folk to proNo matter which group is fed, the preparation in our factory takes
whole staff participates. It is a lot of work but also a vide the food. Many charitable
about a week and usually involves buying and rendering down a
whole pig, cooking 500 Kg of rice, preparing thousands of shrimp, veg- happy time! Here Chef Apple (left center) works with groups target orphans as well.
etables and dessert, plus of course 5-8,000 cups of ice cream.

the girls.

By contrast, the elderly are not cute,
are at the end of their lives rather
than the beginning and they have
many problems making it harder to
feed them.
First, those under 60 are separated
by sex. The apartments are spread
out, over the large compound, making it necessary to set up a number
of feeding stations. Because of this,
6 different groups sang me “Happy
Birthday”!

Many of the residents were too old or disabled to
stand in line so we had to bring the food to them.
The man in the cener has been completely disabled by arthritus and has to be fed by his friends

We have been torn between trying to feed the orphans, which of
course represent the hope of the future and feeding the elderly.
Orphans are well-cared for by the Thai government and many
actually have parents who are too poor to raise the children.
Many come to visit them on the holidays and some take them
home part of the year. The problem for some is that the are
from Burma and not being Thai nationals will not receive a ID
card and thus wil not be able to get stable employment as adults.

The aged have no future. It is not that they have been abandoned.
The Thai people are very kindly to their old. Every family takescare of them in an extended family setting. The Thai goverment
takes very good care of the abandoned but they are still forgotten,
their relatives dead or in jail. Many have been poor all their lives.
Some have become totaly disabled by arthritus or disease and
cannot be cared for at home. Others have had a liftime of mental
problems. We felt it was time for us to attend to them.

We we re t he only one s
smiling

Whereas many feed the orphans,
no-one feeds the old. We discovered
that we were the first to visit this facility this year, the only outsiders to
provide luxury food. Of course the
Thai government takes care of them
very well, the facility is gorgeous,
well-landscaped and full of ponds
and lakes that are also used to raise
fish and fruit orchards to provide
food. But luxury food is very scarce.

Left: Dream Cones
Truck arrives wih the ice
cream packed in dry ice.
We delivered 3,000 cups
for those being served
lunch and also for the
staff.
Right: Apple’s sister Pond
and the Dream Cones
crew start serving.

Roast pork, wontons, vegetables
and rice noodles

Fruity, age 9, serving.

The meal for the 920 consisted of roast pork and vegetables
plus hand-made wontons filled with pork. This was more
laborious than anticipated because each person required
3 wontons or about 3,000 wontons. They have to be handfilled and then the dough pressed together, then the assembled wonton has to be greased to prevent sticking. They are
eventually boiled at the site.

Because the women under
60 were seperated from the
men it was impossible to
feed both groups a hot meal
at the same time due to a
lack of personnel. We will
reverse the feeding in about
two weks so they get the
wontons and pork.
So, here are 480 prepared
meals consisting of shrimp
salad with squid, vegetables, salad and dressing.
Plus of couse Dream Cones
ice cream!

The Thai government has been very kindly to the disadvantaged and provides the orphans get the equivalent of complete parental care,
school education, including college for those who want it, trade schools and medical care.
Upper left: housing facility for the old and numerous ponds and small lakes to grow fish and also fruit trees.

Wishing Michael
“Happy Birthday”
Usually, I get one masive “happy Birthday” from everyone
but since this time we had 6 feeding stations, I got six “Happy
Birthdays” which may be overkill.

We learned a lot from this experience and one of the lessons is to bring a lot more
food as what we served was very popular. It has been our experience that when people learn we are coming, many poor children and also adults come for the food, so we
anticipate feeding about 2,500 next time. This is a lot fewer meals than we are used to
providing, the average being 4,500 but to provide it for the elderly is a lot more work.
Part of life is beautiful and part of it is tragic. We think that to be a whole person one
must embrace both. Apple and I have both been so very lucky, first to have caring
parents who gave us a good education, then to be successful enough to give something
back and finally, to have found each other.
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